How K-12 Software Benefits Every Stakeholder

ROUTER (AND ROUTING MANAGER)
Plan and create safe routes and account for each student's stop/route assignment as efficiently as possible. This allows for adjustments while retaining current term settings. Calendar-based scheduling is incredibly flexible and user-friendly.

DISPATCHER
Locate buses in real-time to verify schedule adherence and respond to inquiries for student information. Use planned versus analysis to share with routing to firm up stop times, identify slack time for better asset utilization. Handle daily substitutions to ensure 100% driver coverage.

BUS DRIVER (AND THEIR SUPERVISORS/TRAINERS)
Easy-to-use system for bidding requests, work assignments and more from any location. Real-time technology allows for better route ad insertion and last minute route and roster modifications. Identify the appropriate re-training opportunities based on specific driving behaviors.

STUDENT RIDER
Enjoys better on-time performance, and optimal ride times. This makes getting on and off the bus at the right stop worry-free.

PARENT
Peace of mind knowing their children are on the safest routes, at safe stops and monitored from curb-to-curb. Many ways to access information about student location: GPS tracking, website, phone.

ADMINISTRATION
Provide the safest, most efficient service to your district. KPIs used to benchmark districts performance versus other districts.

DIRECTOR/ MANAGER OF OPERATIONS/TRANSPORTATION
Total insight and ability to report on: vehicle capacities, on-time performance, incidents, designated route adherence, field trip and special needs transport management and maintenance process.

IT DIRECTOR
A single-source, integrated solution means that all hardware and software connect (securely) and are ready to scale up as needed with minimum database requirements.